Database Developer
About Valeyo
Valeyo is a leading Canadian-based solutions provider, partnering to deliver a full suite of
business solutions, including lending technology, insurance products and services, to financial
institutions nationwide. At Valeyo, we are focused on bringing together the right products,
solutions, and services to help our partners thrive. And for more than 40 years, clients have
trusted Valeyo to be their go-to provider based on the strength of our proprietary products,
strategic partnerships, and people.
At Valeyo you will be part of an innovative, dynamic, and purpose-driven organization, and
empowered to succeed through opportunities for professional growth and development. Our
core values of accountability, partner-centricity, teamwork & collaboration, results-orientation,
integrity, and passion are embedded across everything we do and guide our actions and
decisions. Valeyo has head offices in Toronto, ON., and Burnaby, BC., with national presence
through remote workforce and field offices.
The Role
We are currently seeking a Database Developer for a contract (One-Year) position who will
work within our Lending and/or Insurance technologies designing/modelling and optimizing our
SQL databases as well as building out features and helping guide our platform roadmaps. The
successful incumbent will have expert knowledge of agile software methodologies and solid
experience designing and modelling relational databases. This role will report to the Enterprise
Architect.
What you’ll be doing










Work closely with Product Manager and other Subject Matter Experts to interpret
requirements and translate them to software solutions.
Develop technical design and software architecture documentation
Create and/or optimize ETLs, triggers, functions and stored procedures
Create Proof of Concepts (POC), and prototypes that illustrate current and future
workflows and product design
Develop data models, including relationships and indexes
Work with the Quality Assurance team to review test plans, test scenarios, and test
cases
Plan and execute full software development life cycles (SDLC) for each assigned
project, adhering to company standards and expectations
Participate in efforts to improve software development life cycle processes
Conducting meetings and presentations to share ideas and findings

What you’ll bring













5+ years of previous experience in database development of scalable web-based
applications
BS in Computer Science or related field preferred
In-depth knowledge and experience in the Microsoft technology stack (specifically SQL
server)
Experience working within an agile development process (Scrum and backlog
management tools)
Experience in financial services and lending considered a definite asset
Able to take feedback constructively and iterate on ideas and solutions from multiple
stakeholders with differing opinions
Meticulous thinker who can effectively work out all the details when presented with big
ideas
Understanding of user-centric design
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Must demonstrate the ability to explain technical concepts to a non-technical audience
Ability to communicate effectively with all stakeholders
Demonstrated ability to analyze problems and identify re-usable components within a
solution

Apply to communications@valeyo.com
What you need to know
Valeyo is committed to providing a barrier-free work environment in concert with the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act and the Ontario Human Rights Code. As such,
Valeyo will provide reasonable accommodations available to applicants with disabilities upon
request during the recruitment process. Please contact hr@valeyo.com for accommodation
requests.

